**The army chief apologises over the violent dispersal of people in public spaces.**

President **Yoweri Museveni** on March 30th ordered an immediate 14‐day nationwide lockdown in a bid to halt the spread of the coronavirus. The previous week, the country sealed its borders and urged the population to stay home, but stopped short of a full shutdown. Schools, places of entertainment and worship, and some agricultural markets were shut for a month and people banned from using public transport, and being more than three to a car, or one on a private motorbike.

Museveni also ordered a 14‐day nationwide curfew from 7:00pm. People are still allowed to move around on foot but not to gather in groups of more than five at a time.

In recent days, opposition leaders **Kizza Besigye** and **Bobi Wine** had undertaken small‐scale food deliveries to people who had lost their incomes due to earlier restrictions, but Museveni criticised such actions as "cheap politics".

"I direct the police to arrest the opportunistic and irresponsible politicians who tried to distribute food," he said. "Anybody arrested in that effort will be charged with attempted murder."

On March 26th police and soldiers in the capital beat fruit vendors, marketgoers and people in bars with batons in a bid to disperse people gathering in groups. Following a public outcry, army chief General David Muhoozi on March 30th apologised for those actions, describing them as "high‐handed, unjustified and regrettable" and said the culprits would be "dealt with". Police said on March 27th that two men were in hospital after being shot for violating restrictions on transport.

Meanwhile, Uganda, host to some 1.4m asylum seekers, on March 30th blocked entry to further arrivals over the next 30 days. (*© AFP 27,30/3 2020*)

Ugandan hospitals say they have suspended some health services following the coronavirus outbreak. Medical doctors have recommended that non‐emergency services in hospitals would be suspended to reduce congestion and save on the supplies as they prepare to manage the spread of coronavirus disease. *(BBC Monitoring 27/3*)

At least three inmates were shot dead as they tried to escape from Arua government prisons on March 21st. Speaking to *Daily Monitor*, the northern regional prisons commander, George Lenga, confirmed that the three were shot dead as they escaped from the prisons on grounds that they were unsafe over the outbreak of coronavirus. (*Daily Monitor 21/3*)

**Presidential Hopeful Arrested**: Police have arrested **Henry Tumukunde**, a retired general who plans to stand for president, for suspected treason. In a statement on March 13th, police said Tumukunde, a former Museveni ally and ex‐security minister, was accused of enlisting "the support of a neighbouring country to support him in removing the current leadership" ‐ an apparent reference to **Rwanda**. Relations between Uganda and Rwanda have been strained for more than a year over accusations that they support each other\'s dissidents.

"My offices and residence under siege. Being put under arrest under presumed treason charges," the 60‐year‐old wrote on Twitter on March 12th.

Uganda is due to hold a presidential election early in 2021. The president has been accused by government critics and rights campaigners of using tactics including intimidation by security forces to maintain his grip on power. *(aljazeera.com 13/3)*

**Attack Blamed on DRC Rebels:** The Uganda People\'s Defence Forces (**UPDF**) has attributed a deadly attack on March 6th on its detachment in Zombo district (north) to a group of armed elements operating in neighbouring DR Congo. The army says the gang of attackers totalling 80, which invaded the Bombo base, was mobilised from areas of Paidha, Nyapea, Zeu, Zaale, Songoli, Atyak and a few from Warr in Uganda.

In a statement on March 9th, UPDF disputed media reports that these were trained in Kiryandongo forest and said they were facilitated by a Congolese militia.

Three UPDF soldiers were killed and the motive of the attackers was yet to be established. An army spokesman described the attack as "suicidal". (*Chimp Reports 6,10/3*)
